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Summary 

Graphene is a two-dimensional carbon network with high mechanical strength and excellent 

electrical and thermal conductivity. Graphene has high electron mobility, and it is considered as a 

semi-metal material. The electron density of graphene can be increased or reduced by doping 

impurities. One of the significant advantages of graphene is that its properties can be tuned by 

functionalization, giving modified graphene a considerable potential in sensing applications. 

Responsive molecules can be attached covalently or non-covalently onto the graphene surface 

using (electro-) chemical methods. In addition to these properties, the chemical stability of 

graphene is advantageous in chemically harsh environments. In this thesis, we took advantage of 

the features of graphene, and developed a pH and dissolved oxygen sensor. We demonstrated the 

application of the miniaturized reference-less solid-state chemiresistive sensors for real time 

monitoring pH and dissolved oxygen in miniaturized, 3D-printed bioreactors. 

In this thesis, we prepared graphene by chemical methods in which graphite is oxidized in harsh 

acidic conditions into graphite oxide and subsequently exfoliated to graphene oxide. We used 

graphene oxide as a precursor to produce graphene in all the work reported in this thesis. To obtain 

graphene, we reduced the insulative graphene oxide to remove all the oxygen-containing 

functional groups to restore the conductive network. There are several ways to achieve this 

conversion. We used both electrochemical and hydrothermal methods to produce graphene. In this 

thesis, we refer to the graphene produced in this way as reduced graphene oxide rather than 

graphene. The reduction of graphene oxide to graphene does not remove all oxygen functional 

groups. After the removal of the oxygen functional groups, some defective sites remain in the 

material. We developed a reference-less, chemiresistive, solid-state pH sensor to determine the 
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acidification of the fermentation liquid in real time during the growth of Lactococcus lactis 

(chapter 3). Graphene is produced from graphite by electrochemical reduction. The 

electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (ERGO) was functionalized with a proton-sensitive 

polyaniline conducting polymer (ERGO-PA). The polyaniline functionalization was carried out 

by a straightforward electro-oxidation method. The potentiometric pH sensing of 

electrochemically reduced graphene oxide was studied, and we showed that this sensor could be 

used to measure the pH in real-time in a fermentation process. One of the crucial findings of this 

work was that the ERGO-PA could not be used as such. It appeared that it was necessary to protect 

the sensor area with a Nafion coating to measure the pH in the fermentation broth. Most likely, the 

change in the concentration of redox-active components in the fermentation broth influences the 

conductivity of the ERGO-PA. Nafion formed a cation-selective membrane on top of the ERGO-

PA allowing protons to diffuse to the selective layer of the sensor but not the redox-active 

components in the fermentation medium. 

As an alternative to the electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide, we used a hydrothermal 

method to reduce graphene oxide (chapter 4). We applied the resulting material without further 

functionalization as the sensing material in the construction of potentiometric and chemiresistive 

pH sensors. The hydrothermal treatment is one of the greenest methods for graphene oxide 

reduction. The electrochemical properties of hydrothermal reduced graphene oxide were studied 

using cyclic voltammetry (CV). We found that hydrothermally reduced graphene oxide contains 

quinone-like oxygen functional groups on the surface that were electrochemically active. CV 

showed quinone/hydroquinone-like reversible redox peaks that showed a pH-dependent shift 

between pH 2 - 8. In comparison, CV of ERGO showed less intense quasi-reversible redox peaks 

than HRGO. Therefore, ERGO is less useful in constructing a pH sensor without additional 
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functionalization. This study confirmed that hydrothermally reduced graphene oxide contains 

oxygen-rich quinone-like functional groups, which are responsible for the pH sensitivity of the 

material. 

In fermentation experiments, oxygen, like pH, is also an important process parameter to follow 

throughout the microbial process. To measure the dissolved oxygen concentration in normal-sized 

fermenters (>250 ml) oxygen probes are commercially available. The electrodes are based upon 

electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen on platinum (Clark-type) or based on the quenching of the 

fluorescence of a specific molecule by oxygen using sensor dots. However, just like pH electrodes, 

the commercially available DO-probes are rather large and expensive to apply in a high-throughput 

multi-fermenter setup. For miniaturized applications, the Clark type electrode and fluorescence-

based sensors have disadvantages like size, costs, and, in case of fluorescence, expensive detectors 

because the fluorescent material needs to be carefully aligned with the glass fibers that transport 

the excitation and emission light. In chapter 5, we reported a new approach to measure the 

dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) in a fermentation broth. The functionality of the sensor to 

measure DO was demonstrated during the growth of the obligate aerobic actinomycete 

Amycalotopsis methanolica in miniaturized 3D-printed bioreactors. For this oxygen-sensing 

application, the required modifications were obtained by doping hydrothermally reduced graphene 

oxide with nitrogen and boron atoms (N,B-HRGO). The doping was carried out under 

hydrothermal conditions, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to confirm the 

doping process. For comparison, we used conventional electrochemical amperometric sensing 

using a commercial Clark-type DO-probe. The N,B-HRGO sensor showed that the DO could be 

measured in a fermentation broth without further protection of the sensor surface, e.g., with an 

oxygen-diffusible Teflon or silicone membrane. 
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The mini-bioreactors that were used in chapters 3-5 are rather large (30-50 ml) and may be easily 

miniaturized by adapting the models of the 3D-printed to the required size. Instead of changing 

the whole reactor, we also designed a lid for commercial 24-well microtiter plates. The biomass 

was measured using two polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA)-fibers coupled to an LED (645 nm) 

and a phototransistor to measure the turbidity of the fermentation media between the LED and the 

phototransistor. The sensors are housed in the bioreactor lid and used to measure pH, DO, and 

biomass in 3 ml fermentation broth. Additionally, the pH-sensor was equipped with a small heating 

element and a temperature sensor and that could be used for temperature control of the 

fermentation liquid. The setup was demonstrated to measure the pH, DO, temperature and biomass 

concentration in four parallel bioreactors. 

Future direction 

An integrated sensing platform for real time monitoring pH, DO, biomass, and temperature during 

a fermentation process has been developed in this research. Though the pH sensor has good 

sensitivity between pH 4-9, long time exposure to pH higher than 9 leads to poor performance due 

to the non-conductive nature of polyaniline. The polyaniline-functionalized molecules also have 

long-term stability issues that need to be further improved. Hence, new molecules need to be 

identified which can be used to measure pH higher than pH 9 and lower than pH 4. The new 

molecules can be generated from electro-oxidation of reduced graphene oxide to form pH-sensitive 

oxygen-containing molecules. Electro-oxidation can be achieved by applying a potential higher 

than 1.0 V for a certain number of cycles to oxidize reduced graphene oxide. Alternatively, pH-

sensitive molecules can be attached to the surface of graphene through electro-oxidation of amine-

containing compounds to synthesize functional azo-molecules (-N=N-). The Nafion coating on the 

pH sensor can also influence the sensitivity during long-term use. However, the thickness and 
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composition of the Nafion coating could be optimized to obtain better sensitivity and long-term 

stability. 

The wettability issues with N,B-HRGO need to be investigated to increase the response of the 

sensor. In the current engineering process, the electrode needs to be incubated in the electrolyte 

solution for more than 24 hours to obtain a reasonable response and sensitivity. The longer the 

time the electrode is kept in the electrolyte, the better the sensitivity. We expect that if the 

wettability of the N,B-HRGO electrode is improved, better response time and sensitivity will be 

obtained. 

The current research focused on measuring the pH and dissolved oxygen during fermentation 

processes. Aeration and mixing capabilities are necessary to maintain a sufficiently high DO level, 

and need to be incorporated in the design of the bioreactor. In a continuous fermentation process, 

the pH should also be controlled. Therefore, the control and dosage system need to be developed 

for the addition of acid and base solutions to maintain a setpoint pH value. In a chemostat or 

continuous culture reactor, a dosage system is needed for the addition of fresh and removal of used 

fermentation broth. The dosage system needs to be integrated into a high-throughput fermenter 

system without affecting usability. The tubing that transports the liquids can be easily integrated 

into the design of the 3D-printed bioreactors. More difficult is the accurate delivery of the fluids 

into each of the fermenters in the high-throughput system in a cost-effective way. The addition of 

fluids may be realized using piezo technology to compress flexible tubing to transport liquid via 

small one-way valves in the right direction. A more traditional way is to use small stepper-motors 

to thrive a mini-syringe filled with fermentation broth. In follow-up research, the focus will be on 

how to design the easiest and cost-effective way to deliver liquids. The geometry and layout of the 
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platform with sensors, wiring, and the fresh and spent liquid streams are an important point of 

attention in the development of a user-friendly fermentation screening system.  
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